FLEXICEL HZ (HEAT ZONE)
Radiant heat film
Installation guide

New low consumption radiant floor system

CON TIRAS VERDES SIN CANUTO
Silent
Sterilizing effect
Does not dry the air
Great energy saving

Introduction

FLEXICEL HZ (HEAT ZONE) is a new low consumption radiant floor system with a carbon nanotube film for electric
heating by means of infrared underfloor heating together with our FLEXICEL UF (UNDER FLOOR) blanket for all types
of floors (ceramics, marbles, parquets, vinyl, etc.).
This guide helps you during the installation process safely and without difficulties.
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1- Installation tools and materials

TOOLS
Description

Characteristics

Use

①

Cutting pliers

0.75~5.5 mm

Connection of the electric cable

②

Universal flat nosed pliers

0.75~5.5 mm

Connection of the electric cable

③

Scissors

Medium size

Cut the radiant film

Medium size

Cut the insulation

④ Cutter
⑤

Eyelet pliers

* Included

Drilling holes in the film

MATERIALS INCLUDED
Description

Characteristics

Use

❶ FLEXICEL HZ

Thickness 3.3 mm / width 603
mm / length 14 ml

Removable floor fixing on an existing surface with
radiant film - 100 W/ml - 230V

❷ FLEXICEL UF

width 100 mm / length 16 ml

Perimeter band

❸ Teflon coated electric wire

50/0’18 – 30 ml

Electrical connection of the FLEXICEL HZ to the
thermostat

❹ Eyelets

50 units

Union of the radiant film with the eyelet terminal

❺ Eyelet terminals

50 units

Supply of electricity to the radiant film

❻ Electrical insulation tape

Length 5 ml / width 50 mm

Insulation and electrical protection against humidity

❼ PP tape

Length 50 ml / width 50 mm

Fixation of FLEXICEL UF, radiant film and electric
cables

❽ Thermostat

16 A / 3500 W / 230 V

Temperature control of the radiant film
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2- Structure of the installation
Simplified installation plan

 Finishing materials
 PE protective film
 FLEXICEL UF + HZ
 Floor base

3- Visualization of the installation process
Clean the floor
Apply the FLEXICEL HZ
Voltage measurement

Calculate electrical
consumption

Connect the electrical wiring
Test run

Cut the FLEXICEL HZ
Apply the insulating tape
Apply the 100 mm
perimeter tape of FLEXICEL
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Place the finishing material

4- Preparation requirements

WHAT MUST BE DONE IN ADVANCE
1) Check if the total electrical capacity is sufficient for the installation.
When the electrical capacity is not enough, you must increase the capacity.
2) Measure the electrical voltage of the installation site.
3) Measure the size of the room and confirm the electrical consumption with the label of the electric box.
Calculate the total approximate electricity consumption.
4) Check the cable diameter on the back of the output.
If the power cord is less than one of section 2.5, switch to one of this section.
5) Calculate the amount of FLEXICEL HZ to place. It is recommended that for each 10m² of surface, they are covered
by 8.40 m² of FLEXICEL HZ (corresponding to 1400W / 10m²) and 1.60 m² of FLEXICEL UF. In areas where there may
be furniture, remove the radiant film from FLEXICEL HZ and store as a spare part.
6) If the place where FLEXICEL HZ is installed is the first floor or the basement, or moisture is detected in the base
cement, cover the floor with plastic or FLEXICEL WP (Water Proof). This solution is ideal for bathrooms.
Electric current of maximum permit according to section of the Teflon Wire (TW) of 50 / 0'18 230V:
Maximum electrical current (Amps)

Consumption of electricity (Watts)

16 Amps

3500 W / 230V

7) Organize the direction to be installed, based on the maximum linear length of the FLEXICEL HZ according to its
characteristics.
Maximum length for the installation of the FLEXICEL HZ according to its width.
60cm width: 12 meters

8) Check all requirements before installation.
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5- Detailed installation process

1) Measure the room and the length of the surface.

2) Clean the base floor and remove dust and oils. Make sure the floor is flat.
Note: Check that the floor is level or in the opposite case use a self-levelling.

3) Measure the voltage.
4) Measure the length of the FLEXICEL HZ you will need and cut the radiant film according to the size of the floor
with scissors in living areas.

Pay attention not to exceed the maximum linear length for the installation of the FLEXICEL HZ.

Maximum length for the installation of the material.
FLEXICEL HZ: 60cm width: 12 meters

5) Take the measurements of the piece of floor to place to determine how many pieces to install.
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6) Measure the total thickness composed by the FLEXICEL HZ of 3.3 mm and the thickness of the floor (ceramic,
parquet, etc.).
7) Trim the base of the door with a trimmer for low doors, frames and baseboards between 2 and 3 mm more than
the size of step 6.

8) Place the 100 mm perimeter band of FLEXICEL UF.
9) Place the FLEXICEL HZ blanket with the face of the adhesive protector downwards starting from the side of the
door (recommendation).
10) Remove the plastic adhesive protector from the FLEXICEL HZ after leaving about 10 cm of the adhesive protector.

11) Stick the Flexicel HZ on the floor (the help of another person is recommended) and place each blanket perfectly
to the other end.
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6- Connection of the electric cable

1) Drill a hole in the centre between the silver bar and the copper foil at a distance of 15 mm from the top of the
FLEXICEL HZ film with the eyelet pliers ⑤.
2) Insert the eyelet terminal ❺ by pressing between the two layers of the FLEXICEL HZ to match the previously
made hole.
3) Place the eyelet ❹ inside the eyelet terminal by pressing through the hole.
4) Use the flat-nosed pliers ② to place the eyelet inside the eyelet terminal. With adequate pressure, it will adapt
to the hole perfectly.
5) Place the electric wire ❸ inside the eyelet terminal and press with the ﬂat-nosed pliers.

6) Apply an electrical insulating tape ❻ where the cable and ﬁlm are connected to avoid moisture and press so that
it is as thin as possible. Trim the FLEXICEL UF in the area where the insulating tape is placed.

7) Cut the FLEXICEL UF about 5 mm in the areas where the Teflon Wire is placed and seal with the PP tape “Flexicel
Crea” over the cut area.
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8) Terminate the connection of the electric cable
※For the maximum heating effect, connect the electrical cables to the FLEXICEL HEAT ZONE.
The maximum length of the wiring is 15 meters continuously between the connection of the radiant floor and the
thermostat. For a surface area of 3500 Watts at 230V.
9) Measure the total electrical resistance of the installed radiant film with the resistance tester.
10) Calculate the electricity consumption. The formula for calculating electricity consumption is the same as the
following.

Power consumption (Watt) = (Voltage)² / electrical resistance (Ω)

7- Connection to the thermostat
See page 3 of the T13FHL-7 (EN) thermostat manual

Place the probe in the indicated area of the FLEXICEL HZ in
this image.
For that, it is the same procedure as point # 7 above, cut
about 5 mm the FLEXICEL UF where the probe will be
placed and seal with the PP tape "Flexicel Crea".

8- Final installation
Completion of the FLEXICEL HZ installation
1) Place the tube of electrical cables on the wall and arrange the wires of the radiant film.
2) Place the thermostat on a wall near the extension of the power cord with the screws and plugs.
3) Check the electrical wiring connections and the radiant film electrical circuit installed thoroughly before turning
on the thermostat
4) If there is an electrical leak tester, check the electric leak.
5) Check the surface temperature of the radiant film.
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6) Remove the disposable protector from the discs with care and holding the PE film to avoid lifting it (the film
acts as a vapour barrier).

For that you just have to pull the green bands and place the finishing material on top:
For rigid floors such as ceramics, parquet and marble, remove the protector at least 20 discs per m2 or its entirety.
For flexible floors such as vinyl and carpet, remove the protector of all the discs.
Note: See the manual of FLEXICEL UF for the installation of the floor in part 1- Assembly and Installation of FLEXICEL
UF and 2- Application recommendations according to the final support to place.

9- General precautions
Points that require attention for the installation of the FLEXICEL HZ.
1) Keep the installation site clean and its floor flat to avoid scratching, bending or other damage to the FLEXICEL
HZ.

2) The place to install the FLEXICEL HZ needs to be free of moisture and the necessary precautions to avoid
having it directly exposed to moisture.
3) Insulation tape coated with conductive materials, such as rough insulation or silver foil, should not be used, as
it may damage the surface of the FLEXICEL HZ during installation.
4) Care must be taken not to damage the surface of the FLEXICEL HZ or to step on it during installation. In case of
damage to the surface, you should place a thin insulating tape.
5) The finishing material should not be used with paint, colouring agent or hardening adhesive that can cause
transformation, discoloration or cracking while the heat transmits to the finishing material.
6) When cutting the FLEXICEL HZ and connecting it to the thermostat, the electricity consumption must not
exceed 75 ~ 80% of the permitted capacity of the thermostat.

Power consumption (Watt) = (Voltage)² / electrical resistance (Ω)
7) The cut part of the FLEXICEL HZ must be insulated with insulating tape.
8) Avoid installation under heavy furniture and home devices such as: piano, refrigerator, etc.
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www.flexicelcrea.com

FLEXICEL UF (Under Floor)
FLEXICEL HZ (Heat Zone)
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